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Abstract
The rewriting calculus has been introduced as a general formalism that uniformly
integrates rewriting and λ-calculus. In this calculus all the basic ingredients of
rewriting such as rewrite rules, rule applications and results are rst-class objects.
The rewriting calculus has been originally designed and used for expressing the
semantics of rule based as well as object oriented paradigms. We have previously
shown that convergent term rewriting systems and classic strategies can be encoded
naturally in the calculus.
In this paper, we go a step further and we propose an extended version of the
calculus that allows one to encode unrestricted term rewriting systems. This version
of the calculus features a new evaluation rule describing the behavior of the result
structures and a call-by-value evaluation strategy. We prove the conuence of the
obtained calculus and the correctness and completeness of the proposed encoding.
Keywords: rewriting calculus, lambda calculus, term rewriting systems, xpoints.
1 Introduction
The ability to discriminate patterns is one of the main basic mechanisms the
human reasoning is based on. Indeed, the ability to recognize patterns, i.e.
pattern matching, is present since the beginning of information processing
modeling. Instances of it can be traced back to pattern recognition and it has
been extensively studied when dealing with strings [11], trees [9] or feature
objects [1].
Pattern matching has also been widely used in functional programming
(e.g. ML, Haskell, Scheme), logic programming (e.g. Prolog), rewrite based
programming (e.g. ASF+SDF [14], ELAN [3], Maude [13], Obj∗ [8]), script pro-
gramming (e.g. sed, awk). It has been generally considered as a convenient
mechanism for expressing complex requirements about the argument of a func-
tion, more than a real computation paradigm.
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The rewriting calculus [5,7] by unifying λ-calculus and rewriting, makes
all the basic ingredients of rewriting explicit objects, in particular the notions
of rule application and result. Its basic idea is to abstract on patterns instead
of simple variables as in the λ-calculus, and then to produce terms such as
f(x) _ x, that could be represented in a λ-style as λf(x).x.
The rewriting calculus has been originally designed and used for expressing
the semantics of rule based as well as object oriented paradigms [6]. Indeed,
in rewriting calculus the term rewriting system (TRS) consisting of the rules
a → b and b → c can be represented by the structure a _ b o b _ c and its
application to the constant a is encoded by the term (a _ b o b _ c) a, i.e. the
application of the structure to the argument. This latter term reduces in the
rewriting calculus to b. If we consider the structure a _ b o a _ c consisting
of two rules with overlapping left-hand sides, the application (a _ b o a _ c) a
evaluates to the structure b o c that can be seen as the non-deterministic choice
between the two terms b and c.
General term rewriting systems and classical guiding strategies have been
encoded in the original rewriting calculus [5] by adding an additional operator
that intuitively selects one of the elements from a set of results. We have
shown that an equivalent operator can be encoded in the current version of the
calculus but the encoding is limited in this case to convergent term rewriting
systems [7].
We show in this paper that the previously proposed encoding can be ex-
tended to the general case, i.e. to arbitrary term rewrite systems. For this,
a new evaluation rule that enriches the semantics of the structure operator is
added and an evaluation strategy is enforced by imposing a certain discipline
on the application of the evaluation rules. This strategy is dened syntacti-
cally using an appropriate notion of value and is used in order to recover the
conuence of the calculus that is lost in the general case.
Roadmap In Section 2, we give the syntax and the evaluation semantics
of the proposed calculus and we prove its conuence. Then in Section 3, we
discuss the expressive power of the calculus. More precisely we propose an
encoding of (non-convergent) term rewriting systems in the calculus. Finally
in Section 4, we conclude and give some perspectives of this work.
2 The distributive ρ-calculus: ρd-calculus
We present here the syntax and the semantics of the proposed calculus as well
as its main properties.
2.1 Syntax
We consider in what follows the meta-symbols _ _ _ (abstraction opera-
tor), and _ o _ (structure operator), and the (hidden) application operator.
We assume that the application operator associates to the left, while the other
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operators associate to the right. The priority of the application is higher than
that of _ _ _ which is, in turn, of higher priority than the _ o _. The
symbols A, B, C, . . . range over the set T of terms, the symbols x, y, z, . . . range
over the set X of variables (X ⊆ T ), the symbols a, b, c, . . . , f, g, h and string
built from them range over a set K of term constants (K ⊆ T ). Finally, the
symbols P, Q range over the set P of patterns, (X ⊆ P ⊆ T ). All symbols can
be indexed. The symbol stk is a special constant denoting matching failures
and whose semantics will be given in the next section. To denote a tuple of
terms A1 . . . An, we will use the vector notation A. This notation will be used
in combination with the application operator : AB means (((AB1) . . .)Bn).
The syntax of the basic rewriting calculus is inductively dened as follows:
P ::= X | K | K P | stk Patterns
T ::= X | K | P _ T | T T | T o T | stk Terms
We call algebraic the patterns used in this version of the calculus and we
usually denote a term of the form (. . . ((f A1) A2) . . .) An with f ∈ K by
f(A1, A2, . . . , An). A linear pattern is a pattern where every variable occurs
at most once.
The values represent intuitively the terms that we do not need to evaluate
and are inductively dened by:
V ::= X | K | K V | P _ T Values
These values can be extended to the so-called structure values and stuck values,
which will restrict the applications of the evaluation rules (γ), (ρ) and (δ):
Vγ ::= V | Vγ o Vγ Structure Values
Vρδ ::= V | stk Stuck Values
One can notice that the only potential redexes (i.e. applications of vari-
ables, abstractions or structures) in values are inside abstractions. In what
follows the symbol V ranges over the set V of values, the symbol V γ ranges
over the set Vγ of structure values, the symbol V ρδ ranges over the set Vρδ of
stuck values. All these symbols can be indexed.
Denition 2.1 (Free and bound variables) Given a term A, the sets of
its free variables denoted FV(A) and bound variables denoted BV(A) are de-
ned as follows:
FV(x) , {x}
FV(f) , ∅
FV(P _ A) , FV(A) \ FV(P )
BV(x) = ∅
BV(f) = ∅
BV(P _ A) = BV(A) ∪ FV(P )
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FV(A B) , FV(A) ∪ FV(B)
FV(A o B) , FV(A) ∪ FV(B)
FV(stk) , ∅
BV(A B) = BV(A) ∪ BV(B)
BV(A o B) = BV(A) ∪ BV(B)
BV(stk) = ∅
As usual, we work modulo α-conversion and adopt Barendregt's hygiene-
convention [2], i.e. free and bound variables have dierent names.
Denition 2.2 (Substitutions)
A substitution θ is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of terms. A -
nite substitution θ has the form {A1/x1 . . . Am/xm}, and its domain {x1, . . . , xm}
is denoted by Dom(θ). The application of a substitution θ to a term A such
that Dom(θ) ∩ BV(A) = ∅, denoted by Aθ, is dened as follows:
xiθ ,

Ai if xi ∈ Dom(θ)
xi otherwise
fθ , f
stkθ , stk
(P _ A)θ , P _ Aθ
(A B)θ , Aθ Bθ
(A o B)θ , Aθ o Bθ
We should point out that since we consider classes of terms modulo the
α-conversion, any term A has a proper representative A′ such that BV(A′) ∩
Dom(θ) = ∅, which avoids potential variable captures.
2.2 Operational semantics
The evaluation mechanism of the rewriting calculus relies on the fundamental
operation of matching that allows us to bind variables to their current val-
ues. In the general rewriting calculus we allow the matching to be performed
modulo a congruence on terms. This congruence used at matching time is a
fundamental parameter of the calculus and dierent instances are obtained
when instantiating this parameter by a congruence dened, for example, syn-
tactically, or equationally or in a more elaborated way [6].
For the purpose of this paper we restrict to syntactic matching, in which
case the matching substitution, when it exists, is unique and can be computed
by a simple recursive algorithm given for example by G. Huet [10].
The operational semantics of the ρd-calculus is dened by the following
rules:
(P _ A) V ρδ →ρ Aθ if Pθ ≡ V ρδ
(A o B) V ρδ →δ A V ρδ o B V ρδ
A (V γ1 o V
γ
2 ) →γ A V
γ
1 o A V
γ
2
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The rule (ρ) can be applied if (and only if) such a substitution θ exists and
in this case it is applied to the term A. If such a substitution does not exist
then this rule can not be red and the term is left as it is, representing a failure.
Nevertheless, further reductions or instantiations are likely to modify V ρδ so
that the appropriate substitution can be found and the rule can be red. The
rule (δ) right-distributes the application over the structures. This gives the
possibility, for example, to apply in parallel two distinct pattern abstractions
to a given term. The rule (γ) is the counterpart of the rule (δ) and left-
distributes the application of a term over a structure. The implicit conditions
imposing that the arguments of an application are values are essentially related
to the conuence of the calculus and are discussed in Section 2.3.
Denition 2.3 (One-step relation)
The one-step relation induced by a set of rewrite rules R is noted 7→R and
is the compatible closure [2] of the relation induced by the set of rules R:
• if t →R u then t 7→R u;
• if t 7→R u then f(t1, . . . , t, . . . , tn) 7→R f(t1, . . . , u, . . . , tn).
The multi-step relation, denoted 7→R, is the reexive and transitive closure
of 7→R. Similarly, the multi-step relation induced by the rules of the ρd-calculus
is denoted 7→ρδγ, with the compatible closure dened as follows.
Denition 2.4 (Compatible closure of →ρδγ)
In the distributive ρ-calculus, a context is a special term dened by the
following grammar:
C[ ] ::= [ ] | P _ C[ ] | T C[ ] | C[ ] T | C[ ] o T | T o C[ ]
The compatible closure of →ρδγ is the (nest) relation 7→ρδγ such that if t→ρδγ u,
then for any context C[ ], we have C[t] 7→ρδγ C[u].
Example 2.5 (Simple example + failures)
If we consider the terms (f(x) _ (3 _ 3) x) f(3) and (f(x) _ (3 _ 3) x) f(4)
then the following reductions are obtained:
(f(x) _ (3 _ 3) x) f(3) 7→ρ (3 _ 3) 3 7→ρ 3
(f(x) _ (3 _ 3) x) f(4) 7→ρ (3 _ 3) 4
The term (a _ b o a _ c) a reduces to b o c:
(a _ b o a _ c) a 7→δ (a _ b) a o (a _ c) a 7→ρ b o c
The term (a _ b o b _ c) a reduces similarly to b o (b _ c) a.
Notice that the term (a _ b o b _ c) a does not reduce to b as one might
expect. Instead, the fact that the rule b _ c fails to apply to a (in classical
rewriting) is also recorded in the nal result as a (failure) term in normal
form. This approach is very interesting when we want to handle explicitly
the failures by allowing rules that can handle such particular terms (e.g. for
an exception handling mechanism). However, if the user is not interested in
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the explicit manipulation of matching failures and just wants to ignore such a
behavior, we need to handle uniformly matching failures and eliminate them
when not signicant for the computation.
For this, we rst want to represent all the denitive failures by the constant
stk whose exact semantics should be the following: if for any reduction of the
argument, there exist no matching substitution, then the ρ-redex is reduced
to stk:
∀θ1, θ2, ∀B′, Bθ1 7→ρδγ B′ ⇒ Pθ2 6≡ B′
(P _ A) B→stk stk
One can easily notice that B can contain a ρ-term with an arbitrary (possibly
innite) number of possible reductions which should be all explored in order
to decide if the appropriate substitution exists. The condition of this rule is
thus undecidable and consequently the operational semantics of the calculus
cannot be dened using such a rule. Nevertheless, in practice and particularly
when dealing with term rewriting systems we do not need to be so general
and a sucient condition can be used.
Denition 2.6 (Denitive failures)
The relation 6v on P × T is inductively dened by:
stk 6v g B if g 6≡ stk
stk 6v Q _ B
f P1 . . . Pm 6v g B1 . . . Bn if f 6≡ g or n 6= m or ∃i, Pi 6v Bi
f P 6v stk
f P 6v Q _ B
Starting from this relation, the operational semantics of the ρstkd -calculus
are dened by the rules (ρ), (δ), (γ) introduced above and by the following
rules:
(P _ A) B →stk stk if P 6v B
stk o A →stk A
A o stk →stk A
stk A →stk stk
As mentioned previously, these rules are used to determine, propagate or
eliminate the denitive failures. If the matching between the left-hand side of
a rule and the argument the rule is applied on is denitive then the failure is
made explicit by transforming the application into a stk; this is done by the
rst rule. Structures can be seen as collections of results and thus we want to
eliminate all the (matching) failures from these collections; this is done by the
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next two rules. On the other hand, a stk term can be seen as an empty set
of results; the last rule corresponds then to the (δ) rule dealing with empty
structures and thus, to a propagation of the failure. We will see in Section 3
why the stk-rule corresponding to the (γ) rule is not suitable.
The→stk induced relations are denoted 7→stk, 7→stk. The relation 7→ρδγ ∪ 7→stk
is denoted 7→stkρδγ and its transitive and reexive closure is denoted 7→ stkρδγ .
Example 2.7 (failures)
The term (a _ b o b _ c) a reduces now to b:
(a _ b o b _ c) a 7→δ (a _ b) a o (b _ c) a 7→ρ b o (b _ c) a
7→stk b o stk 7→stk b
2.3 Properties
As we have mentioned in the previous section the ρd-calculus would not be
conuent if we did not restrict the application of an abstraction and of a struc-
ture to be eective only when the argument is a value. When this restriction
is not imposed on the (ρ) rule, potentially non-joinable critical pairs between
the rules (ρ) and (γ) are obtained. Intuitively, restricting the argument of
the application in the rule (ρ) to a value guarantees that it has been reduced
enough to check if there exists a unique match between the pattern and the
argument. Alternatively, we can accept any term as argument and use a more
complex matching algorithm to nd the appropriate substitution.
Example 2.8 (ρ without values)
When the conditions on values in the rule (ρ) are omitted, non-conuent re-
ductions can be obtained:
(x _ f(x, x)) a o b
ρ

γ
,,XXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
X
f(a o b, a o b)
γ

(x _ f(x, x)) a o (x _ f(x, x)) b
ρ,ρ

f(a, a o b) o f(b, a o b)
γ,γ

f(a, a) o f(b, b)
f(a, a) o f(a, b) o f(b, a) o f(b, b)
Similarly, when the argument of the application is not restricted to a value
in the (δ) rule, a critical pair between the rules (δ) and (γ) is obtained. The
conuence can be retrieved either by enforcing this condition or by using an
associative-commutative underlying theory for the structure operator.
Example 2.9 (δ without values)
When no conditions are imposed in the rule (δ) non-conuent reductions can
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be obtained:
(a o b) (c o d)
γ

δ
))TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
(a o b) c o (a o b) d
δ,δ

a (c o d) o b (c o d)
γ,γ

a c o b c o a d o b d a c o a d o b c o b d
For the (γ) rule, the condition imposes that the terms in the structure do
not reduce to a failure. If one of them can lead to a failure then it should be
rst reduced to stk and then eliminated from the structure using the stk rules.
Example 2.10 (γ without values)
If the terms of a structure applied to an argument are not restricted to values
then the application of the rule (γ) can lead to non-conuent reductions:
(x _ f(x)) (stk o a)
γ

stk
**VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VV
(x _ f(x)) stk o (x _ f(x)) a
ρ,ρ

(x _ f(x)) a
ρ

f(stk) o f(a) f(a)
It is quite clear that using a set of values leads to a call-by-value reduction
strategy. The two calculi presented above are conuent in this case.
Theorem 2.11 (Conuence of left-linear ρd-calculus)
If all patterns are linear, the relation 7→ρδγ is conuent.
Proof. The proof is detailed in appendix A. It uses the parallel reduction
technique introduced for the λ-calculus in [12]. 2
Theorem 2.12 (Conuence of left-linear ρstkd -calculus)
If all patterns are linear, the relation 7→stkρδγ is conuent.
Proof. The proof is detailed in appendix A. It is based on the proof intro-
duced in [7,16]. 2
The unrestricted ρd-calculus is non-conuent since the Klop counter example
holds in this case (see Appendix C).
2.4 ρd-calculus modulo some congruence
Dening a similar calculus modulo some congruence is considered as the next
extension of this work since it would induce an encoding of general term rewrit-
ing systems just as our present calculus induces the encoding of syntactic term
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rewriting system presented in the next section. Most diculties come from
the multiplicity of solutions when matching modulo some congruence. Indeed
there may exist many (and innitely many) solutions and the same solution
may appear several times. The solutions are usually returned together in a
structure whereas there exists no natural ordering of solutions (i.e. substi-
tutions). For example let us consider the term (f(x, y) _ x) f(a, b) when
working modulo the commutativity of the constant f . There exists two solu-
tions of the matching problem: instantiating x to a, and y to b, or instantiating
y to a, and x to b. We clearly need to choose which solution (i.e. substitution)
will appear rst, although this will not preserve the conuence of the calculus:
(f(x, y) _ x) f(a, b) α //
ρ

(f(y, x) _ y) f(a, b)
ρ

a o b b o a
The only solution may nally consist in declaring the structure operator as
commutative, associative and idempotent.
Moreover, the reduction strategy should be enforced when working modulo
some congruence. Hence the matching of uncompleted (i.e. uninstanciated)
terms must be prevented as shown in the following example where the constant
 :: is associative:
(z _ ((x :: y _ x) (a :: z))) (b :: c)
ρ

ρ
))
(x :: y _ x) (a :: (b :: c))
ρ

((z _ a) (b :: c))
ρ

a o (a :: b) a
Finally the power of the denition of denitive failures should be adapted
to the reduction strategy of the new calculus so that it does not interfere with
matching.
3 Encoding Term Rewriting Systems
We have already shown [6,16] that (the reduction of) convergent term rewriting
systems (TRS) can be encoded in the classical rewriting calculus. The restric-
tion to convergent TRS is due to the uncomplete treatment of the structure
operator in the classical rewriting calculus where the application operator is
left-distributive over the structure operator but not right-distributive. As we
have already seen this choice was motivated by the meta-properties the cal-
culus should have. More precisely, adding right-distributivity would lead to a
non-conuent calculus. Nevertheless, this property can be retrieved either by
enforcing a certain discipline on the evaluation (strategy) [5] or by restricting
the term formation as done in this paper.
In ρstkd -calculus the (γ) rule denes the right-distributivity of the applica-
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tion over the structure and in this section we show how this feature can be
used to encode (non-conuent) TRS in the ρstkd -calculus.
More precisely, given a TRS R we build the terms Ω1R and ΩR such that
• Ω1R m represents (i.e. reduces to) the one-step reduced of m w.r.t. R,
• ΩR m represents the normal form of m w.r.t. R (if it exists).
3.1 Rule selection
As we wish to compute the normal forms, we obviously wish to decide when
the reduction is eective, i.e. when some rule of R can be applied, and then
to discriminate cases:
• if some rule of R can be applied to m, then we reduce m,
• if not, m is a normal form, and m is left as it is.
This ability to discriminate cases, i.e. to select between two (or more) terms
which one can be applied successfully to a given argument, is encoded in the
first term usually dened [7] in the rewriting calculus by:
first , u _ v _ x _ (stk _ v x o y _ y) (u x)
One can easily check that first has the intended behavior:
• (first A1 A2) t 7→ stkρδγ V
ρδ
1 if A1 t 7→ stkρδγ V
ρδ
1 ;
• (first A1 A2) t 7→ stkρδγ V
ρδ
2 if A1 t 7→ stkρδγ stk and A2 t 7→ stkρδγ V
ρδ
2 .
Intuitively, if we replace the term A1 by the ρ-term R encoding a TRS
R and the term A2 by the identity then we obtain the desired discrimination
facility: the case R t 7→ stkρδγ V
ρδ
1 corresponds to a reduction of t w.r.t. R while
R t 7→ stkρδγ stk corresponds to the case where no rule can be applied to t and
thus the term is left as it is (in fact the identity is applied to this term).
As the normal form of some terms w.r.t. a non-conuent TRS is not unique,
we will obviously have to deal with sets of results. We choose here to encode
sets of results as structures. The empty set is represented by stk and the
union of two sets is represented using the structure operator. In the rewriting
calculus the representation of some set is not unique as the structure operator
is not considered as commutative, associative or idempotent.
Since we wish to discriminate cases such as no rule of R matches m,
reformulated as the set of one-step reduced of m is empty, we need to pattern
match on stk. The statement if the set M is empty, then T1 else T2 can be
encoded by
first (stk _ T1) (x _ T2) M
Since we need the ability to pattern match on stk we have the rule
stk A→stk stk
10
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that complements the (δ) rule but not the symmetric one
A stk→stk stk
that would complement the (γ) rule and that would correspond to a strict
propagation of the failure. 1
3.2 Context propagation
When rewriting w.r.t. a rewriting system, the application of the rules can be
done on any subterm of the rewritten term. In the rewriting calculus, a rule
is always applied on the head of the term and thus the encoding of a TRS has
to propagate explicitly the application deeper in the term. For example, the
application of the rewrite rule a → b to the term f(a) is naively encoded by
the term (f(x) _ f((a _ b) x)) f(a) that eventually reduces, as expected, to
f(b).
If the application of a rewrite rule fails on all the subterms of a given term
then the ρ-term encoding the application should be reduced to stk. On the
other hand, if we apply the same naive methodology as above for propagating
the rule application into contexts then the application of the rewrite rule a → b
to the term f(b) is encoded by the term (f(x) _ f((a _ b) x)) f(b) that
reduces to f(stk) and not to stk.
More generally, the propagation of stk should be performed w.r.t. to any
context. Therefore, for each symbol f of arity n > 1 from a signature Σ we
dene a term Γfk :
Γfk , ν _ x
n _ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(x1, . . . , xk−1, y, . . . , xn))
 (ν xk))
where nop /∈ Σ and for any n > 1, xn _ M , x1 _ x2 _ . . . _ xn _ M .
Each Γfk allows us to express the application of a given term to the subterm
Mk of some term f(M1, . . . ,Mn). The following lemma states the behavior of
Γfk :
Lemma 3.1 Let f ∈ Σ be a symbol of arity n. Let M1, . . . , Mn be some
algebraic terms and T an arbitrary term. Let V γ1 , . . .V
γ
p be some values in
Vγ. Then
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn 7→ stkρδγ

f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, V
γ
1 , . . . Mn)
o . . .
o f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, V γp , . . . ,Mn)
 if T Mk 7→ stkρδγ V γ1 o . . . o V γp
and
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn 7→ stkρδγ stk if T Mk 7→ stkρδγ stk.
1 This strict behavior can be obviously encoded using the rule stk _ stk.
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Proof. The proof of this lemma just consists in checking that the reductions
hold. It is presented in the appendix B. 2
Let us remark that for any patterns P1 and P2 the term first (P1 _ stk)
(P2 _ M) N will always reduce to the same term as (P2 _ M) N . Indeed
the first operator does not check if N matches P1 but if (P1 _ stk) N reduces
to stk which is always the case. Consequently, the term
ν _ xn _ (first
 stk _ stk
y _ f(x1, . . . , xk−1, y, . . . , xn)
 (ν xk))
does not have the same behavior as Γfk . The use of the constant nop in this
latter term allows us to claim that a reduction to stk is equivalent to a pattern
matching failure.
We can now dene the term Γf
Γf , Γf1 o . . . o Γfn
that represents intuitively the application of some term to each subterm Mk
of a term M = f(M1, . . . Mn). The structure grouping together the dierent
results obtained when a term T is applied to M is obtained by reducing the
ρ-term Γf T M :
Γf T M 7→ stkρδγ Γ
f
1 T M o . . . o Γfn T M
3.3 One-step reduction
Let us consider now a term rewriting system R = {l1 → r1, . . . , ln → rn}. We
denote by 7→R the compatible closure of R, 7→R its transitive and reexive
closure. The multiset of all one-step reducts of a term M is denoted {T |
M 7→R T} where the arity of some term T is the number of one-step reductions
from M to T . Finally we write M 7→R! T if and only if M 7→R T and there
exists no term N such that T 7→R N . The multiset of all normal forms of a
term M w.r.t. R is denoted {T | M 7→R! T} where the arity of some term T is
the number of multi-step reductions from M to T .
The term that encodes the one-step reduction w.r.t. a term rewrite system
R is denoted by Ω1R and dened by
Ω1R , ω
1
R ω
1
R
where
ω1R , π _
 . . . o li _ ri o . . . o for all li → ri ∈ R
. . . o f(x1, . . . , xn) _ Γf (π π) x1 . . . xn o . . . for all f of arity n > 1

The denition of ω1R can be cut in two parts: the rst one encodes the
rewriting at the head position w.r.t. R since we only transcript each rule of R
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by the corresponding rule in the ρstkd -calculus; the second one uses the terms
Γfk to express that we also rewrite inside contexts. The term Ω
1
R completes a
xpoint by means of the expression (π π) in order to iterate the use of the Γkf
and to get down in the term as much as needed.
Theorem 3.2 Let M be an algebraic term.
• If {T | M 7→R T} = ∅ then
Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ stk .
• If {T | M 7→R T} 6= ∅ then
Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ T1 o . . . o Tp with {T | M 7→R T} = {T1, . . . Tp} .
Moreover as the left-linear ρstkd -calculus is conuent, if R is left-linear and
since T1 o . . . o Tp and stk are in normal form, then these are the unique
normal forms of Ω1R M .
Proof. The proof of this Theorem is done by induction on the term M . It is
presented in the appendix B. 2
3.4 Normal form reduction
We now dene the term that encodes the normal form reduction w.r.t. a term
rewrite system R.
More precisely, we want to dene a term ΩR such that its application to
some term M , ΩRM reduces to M if Ω
1
RM reduces to stk (M is a normal form)
and continues applying the term ΩR to the result of Ω
1
RM if it is dierent from
stk. We dene thus the term
ΩR , ωR ωR
where
ωR , s _ x _ first (stk _ x) (z _ (s s) z) (Ω1R x)
Let us introduce now the relation ⊂− that represents intuitively the ob-
servability of some result in a structured set of terms.
Denition 3.3 The relation ⊂− is dened inductively by:
• for any term M , M ⊂− M ;
• for any terms M , N1 and N2, M ⊂− N1 ⇒ M ⊂− N1 o N2 and M ⊂− N2 o N1.
Using the above relation we can state the correctness and completeness of
the encoding:
Theorem 3.4 Given two algebraic terms M and M ′,
M 7→R! M ′ ⇐⇒ ∃T, ΩRM 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T.
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Moreover if R terminates on M then
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T1 o . . . o Tp with {T | M 7→R! T} = {T1, . . . Tp} .
Moreover as the left-linear ρstkd -calculus is conuent, if R is left-linear and
since T1 o . . . o Tp is a normal form, it is the unique normal form of ΩR M .
Proof. The proof of this theorem is done rst by induction on the term M ,
and then by induction on the largest length of a reduction w.r.t. R of M to a
normal form. It uses the Theorem 3.2 and it is presented in the appendix B.2
This theorem claims that our encoding of some term rewriting system en-
codes its reductions in the ρstkd -calculus. Indeed the ρ
stk
d -calculus computes the
nite multiset of normal forms of any term on which the term rewriting system
terminates. Moreover if the system is divergent on some term, all reductions
are still encoded since the ρstkd -calculus computes a non-terminating reduction,
generating normal forms as in a breadth rst search of the reduction tree. All
normal forms are computed at some iteration although the computation never
stops, and may even never stop generating new normal forms.
Example 3.5 (Oriented groups) Let us consider the group theory axioms
oriented as follows:
Σ = {e(0), i(1), f(2)}
 f(x, e) → xf(e, x) → x
 f(x, i(x)) → ef(i(x), x) → e f(f(x, y), z) → f(x, f(y, z))
This TRS is non-conuent since
f(f(i(i(a)), i(a)), a)
ttiiii
iiii
iiii
iiii
i

f(i(i(a)), f(i(a), a))

f(e, a)

f(i(i(a)), e)

a
i(i(a))
The terms ω1R, Ω
1
R, ωR and ΩR are then dened by:
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ω1R , π _

f(x, e) _ x
f(e, x) _ x
f(x, i(x)) _ e
f(i(x), x) _ e
f(f(x, y), z) _ f(x, f(y, z))
i(x) _ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(i(y))
 ((π π) x))
f(x1, x2) _ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(y, x2))
 ((π π) x1))
f(x1, x2) _ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(x1, y))
 ((π π) x2))

,
Ω1R , ω
1
R ω
1
R,
ωR , s _ x _ first (stk _ x) (z _ (s s) z) (Ω1R x)
and
ΩR , ωR ωR.
Then we have the following reductions in the ρstkd -calculus:
one-step reductions
Ω1R f(f(i(i(a)), i(a)), a) 7→ stkρδγ f(i(i(a), f(i(a), a)) o f(e, a)
Ω1R f(i(i(a)), f(i(a), a)) 7→ stkρδγ f(i(i(a)), e)
Ω1R f(i(i(a)), e) 7→ stkρδγ i(i(a))
Ω1R i(i(a)) 7→ stkρδγ stk
Ω1R f(e, a) 7→ stkρδγ a
Ω1R a 7→ stkρδγ stk
normal form reduction
ΩR f(f(i(i(a)), i(a)), a) 7→ stkρδγ i(i(a)) o a
This latter reduction expresses well the non-conuent reductions of the
term f(f(i(i(a)), i(a)), a) w.r.t. the TRS R since the result i(i(a)) o a repre-
sents the two normal forms.
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4 Conclusions
We have studied the conuence and the expressive power of a rewriting calcu-
lus featuring left-distributivity of the application over the structure, whereas
only right-distributivity was available in former versions. The conuence of
the calculus, which is endangered by careless distributivity of one operator
over another, has been recovered using a call-by-value reduction, and is proved
using the usual parallel reduction technique.
Since, in the rewriting calculus, a structure of ρ-rules can be seen as a
naive encoding of a term rewrite system then the right-distributivity rule de-
scribes the application of each rewrite rule in the structure to the argument.
Moreover, structures can be also used to denote the sets of results obtained
as result of such an application and the left-distributivity describes the ap-
plication of a given rule (or structure of rules) to many distinct arguments in
parallel. Thus, we can encode the simultaneous exploration of many reduction
paths in a term.
Using the left-distributivity together with some earlier techniques, we ob-
tain a better handling of matching failures, and we are able to faithfully encode
the behavior of any term rewriting system, even non-conuent. This allows for
many interesting theoretical developments, such as the computation of all the
normal forms of a given term, which is needed, for example, for the completion
of a term rewriting system.
The extension to general term rewriting systems is considered as the next
step of this work. A major diculty when dealing with matching modulo some
congruence consists in the multiplicity of solutions and since these solutions
cannot be ordered in any natural way, the structure operator will be then con-
sidered as associative, commutative and idempotent. Moreover such a system
should adapt the power of the denition of denitive failures so that it does
not interfere with matching and the call-by-value strategy should be enforced
to prevent matching of uncompleted (uninstanciated) terms that could latter
induce new matching solutions.
Related Work.
V. van Oostrom has widely studied the conuence of a λ-calculus with
patterns [15], but which does not feature structures. Our encoding of TRS
shares some similarities with the one presented by S. Byun et al. [4] that
describes an untyped encoding of every strongly separable orthogonal TRS
into λ-calculus. However, they need some really strong assumptions on the
conuence of the original system.
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A Conuence proofs
Let us recall the rst theorem we wish to prove here:
Theorem 2.9 (Conuence of left-linear ρd-calculus)
If all patterns are linear, the relation 7→ρδγ is conuent.
In this part, we consider stk as a usual constant. So when we say if M
is a constant, we will mean if M is a constant or stk. Moreover we only
consider terms using linear patterns.
A.1 Denition of the ⇒ρδγ relation
The proof of this theorem uses the parallel reduction technique. First we have
to dene the relation ⇒ρδγ:
(1)
M ⇒ρδγ M
(2)
M ⇒ρδγ M ′ N ⇒ρδγ N ′
M N ⇒ρδγ M ′ N ′
(3)
M ⇒ρδγ M ′
P _ M ⇒ρδγ P _ M ′
(4)
M ⇒ρδγ M ′ N ⇒ρδγ N ′
M o N ⇒ρδγ M ′ o N ′
(5)
N ⇒ρδγ N ′1 o N ′2 M ⇒ρδγ M ′ M ′ ∈ Vρδ
N M ⇒ρδγ (N ′1 M
′) o (N ′2 M ′)
(6)
N ⇒ρδγ N ′1 o N ′2 (N ′1 o N ′2) ∈ Vγ M ⇒ρδγ M ′
M N ⇒ρδγ (M ′ N ′1) o (M ′ N ′2)
(7)
M ⇒ρδγ M ′ N ⇒ρδγ N ′ N ′ ∈ Vρδ Pσ ≡ N ′
(P _ M) N ⇒ρδγ M ′σ
We denote ⇒ρδγ the reexive and transitive closure of ⇒ρδγ. Let us remark
that the relation 7→ρδγ is included in ⇒ρδγ and ⇒ρδγ is included in 7→ρδγ. Therefore
the relations 7→ρδγ and ⇒ρδγ are equal.
Let us prove the following lemma:
Lemma A.1 Let us suppose that M ⇒ρδγ M ′. Then:
M ∈ Vρδ =⇒ M ′ ∈ Vρδ, M ∈ Vγ =⇒ M ′ ∈ Vγ.
Proof. Let us recall that M ∈ V if and only if M contains no active variable,
no redex and no o symbol except inside abstractions. Let us suppose that
M ⇒ρδγ M ′ and prove by induction on the proof of M ⇒ρδγ M ′ that
M ∈ V =⇒ M ′ ∈ V .
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• If the last rule of the proof is either the rule (1), (2) or (3), the result can
be easily proved using the induction hypothesis.
• If the last rule of the proof is either the rule (4), (5), (6) or (7), then the
condition M ∈ V cannot be satised and the result is also proved.
The proposition
M ∈ V =⇒ M ′ ∈ V
now implies
M ∈ Vρδ =⇒ M ′ ∈ Vρδ and M ∈ Vγ =⇒ M ′ ∈ Vγ.
since M ∈ Vγ can not reduce to stk using ⇒ρδγ. 2
Let us now prove the following lemma:
Lemma A.2 Let σ be a substitution, P be a pattern. Moreover let M ∈ Vρδ
and M ′ a term such that M ⇒ρδγ M ′ and Pσ ≡ M . Then there exists σ′ such
that Pσ′ ≡ M ′.
Proof. The proof presented here is an inductive proof on the pattern P .
• If P is a variable x, we can state σ′ = {M ′/x} and then Pσ′ ≡ M ′.
• If P is a constant a, M ≡ a and as M ⇒ρδγ M ′, M ′ ≡ a. Therefore we can
state σ′ = identity and Pσ′ ≡ M ′.
• If P is f(P1, . . . , Pn), then as Pσ ≡ M , M ≡ f(M1, . . . Mn) such that for
all i, Mi ≡ Piσ. As M ∈ Vρδ, the only redexes in M are inside abstractions.
It implies that M ′ ≡ f(M ′1, . . . ,M ′n) such that for all i, Mi ⇒ρδγ M ′i . Then
by the induction hypothesis for all i, there exists σi such that σ
′
i(Pi) ≡ M ′i .
Moreover we can suppose that for all i, Dom(σ′i) = Var(Pi). As any variable
appears once in P , these domains are disjoint and we can dene σ′ as the
union of all σi. Then Pσ
′ ≡ M ′.
2
Let us prove the following lemma:
Lemma A.3 If we have a derivation tree of M ⇒ρδγ M ′, then there exists a
derivation tree of the same statement such that all leaves are statements such
as K ⇒ρδγ K where K is either a variable or a constant. Such leaves are called
atomic leaves.
Proof. Let us consider a proof of some statement M ⇒ρδγ M ′. The denition
of ⇒ρδγ shows that the leaves of this proof use the rule (1): they are labeled by
statements of the form N ⇒ρδγ N . We prove now that any statement N ⇒ρδγ N
where N is any term has a proof using only atomic leaves by induction on the
term N .
• if N is a constant or a variable, using the rule (1) we obtain the proof.
• if N is an application : N ≡ N1 N2. By the induction hypothesis the
statements N1 ⇒ρδγ N1 and N2 ⇒ρδγ N2 have proofs using only atomic
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leaves. Then using the rule (2) we obtain a proof of N ⇒ρδγ N using only
atomic leaves.
• if N is an abstraction or a structure, the same reasoning using respectively
the rules (3) and (4) gives a proof using only atomic leaves.
Finally we can replace all the subproofs of the statements N ⇒ρδγ N in the
proof of M ⇒ρδγ M ′ by the constructed proof using only atomic leaves, and
we get the proof of M ⇒ρδγ M ′ using only atomic leaves.
2
We also use the following lemma:
Lemma A.4 Let V, V ′ ∈ Vρδ such that V ⇒ρδγ V ′. Let P be a pattern. We
suppose that there exists σ such that Pσ ≡ V . Then there exists σ′ such that
Pσ′ ≡ V ′ and for any terms M and M ′ such that M ⇒ρδγ M ′:
Mσ ⇒ρδγ M
′σ′
Proof. We have Pσ ≡ V . Moreover V ⇒ρδγ V ′. Then by the lemma
A.2 there exists σ′ such that Pσ′ ≡ V ′. We can even choose σ′ such that
Var(P ) = Dom(σ′).
Then Pσ ⇒ρδγ Pσ′. Let us note {x1, . . . , xn} = Var(P ). Therefore:
σ = {N1/x1, . . . , Nn/xn}, σ′ = {N ′1/x1, . . . , N ′n/xn}.
As every xk appears in P , any proof of Pσ ⇒ρδγ Pσ′ contains a subproof
of Nk ⇒ρδγ N ′k, for each k (this property can be proved by induction on P ).
Let M and M ′ be two terms such that M ⇒ρδγ M ′. Let us consider now a
proof of M ⇒ρδγ M ′ such that its leaves are statements of the form a ⇒ρδγ a
where a is a constant, or x ⇒ρδγ x where x is a variable (its existence comes
from lemma A.3). Let us replace for all i all occurrences of xi in any left hand
side by Ni, and all occurrences of xi in the right hand side by N
′
i . We obtain
a non-completed proof using axioms such as a ⇒ρδγ a, x ⇒ρδγ x and Ni ⇒ρδγ N ′i .
Plugging the proofs of Ni ⇒ρδγ N ′i everywhere it is needed gives us a com-
plete proof of Mσ ⇒ρδγ (M ′)σ′. 2
A.2 Denition of the parallel reduced
We dene for every term M the term M∗ as follows:
• (x)∗ = x
(Variable),
• (a)∗ = a ((stk)∗ = stk)
(Constant),
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• (P _ M)∗ = P _ (M)∗
(Abstraction),
• (M o N)∗ = (M)∗ o (N)∗
(Structure),
• (M N)∗ = (M1 N
∗) o (M2 N∗) if M∗ = M1 o M2 and N∗ ∈ Vρδ
(Application 1),
• (M N)∗ = (M∗ N1) o (M∗ N2) when N∗ = N1 o N2 ∈ Vγ
(Application 2),
• ((P _ M1) N)∗ = (M1)∗σ with Pσ ≡ (N)∗
(Application 3) when N∗ ∈ Vρδ,
• (M N)∗ = (M)∗ (N)∗ in any other cases
(Application 4).
First let us remark that this denition is well formed thanks to the condi-
tions imposed by Vρδ and Vγ: we only need to prove that the cases Application
i are disjoint, then the denition will become an inductive denition on M ,
with a well formed disjunction on the Application case.
• The cases Application 1 and Application 2 are disjoint as the conditions
N∗ ∈ Vρδ and N∗ ≡ N1 o N2 cannot be satised at the same time, by
denition of Vρδ.
• The cases Application 2 and Application 3 are disjoint for the same reason.
• The cases Application 1 and Application 3 are disjoint as the conditions M
is an abstraction (for Application 3) and M∗ ≡ M1 o M2 cannot be satised
at the same time, by denition of M∗ when M is an abstraction.
It is fairly easy to see that every case uses only the denition of M∗ for strict
subterms of the considered term. The only confusing case may be Application
3, but indeed M∗1 and N
∗ are strict subterms of (P _ M1) N , thus the
substitution σ is well-dened (when it exists) and the term (M1)
∗σ is well-
dened (even if it may, of course, be a redex).
Now let us state the following lemma:
Lemma A.5
∀M, M ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Proof. The proof by induction on the term M is not detailed here. 2
A.3 Conuence of the left-linear ρd-calculus
We check the following property:
If M ⇒ρδγ N , then N ⇒ρδγ M
∗.
Let us prove it through an induction on the term M :
Variable: If M is a variable, then the denition of ⇒ρδγ implies that M ≡ N .
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Moreover the denition of M∗ shows M ≡ M∗. Therefore M ≡ N ≡ M∗
and M ⇒ρδγ N ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Constant: The same reasoning gives the result M ⇒ρδγ N ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Abstraction: Let us suppose that M ≡ P _ M ′. The denition of ⇒ρδγ here
shows us that N ≡ P _ N ′ and M ′ ⇒ρδγ N ′. The induction hypothesis
shows: M ′ ⇒ρδγ N ′ ⇒ρδγ (M ′)∗. Then (P _ M ′) ⇒ρδγ (P _ N ′) ⇒ρδγ (P _
(M ′)∗). Finally M∗ ≡ (P _ M ′)∗ ≡ P _ (M ′)∗ so M ⇒ρδγ N ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Structure: Let us suppose M ≡ M1 o M2. The denition of ⇒ρδγ here shows
us that N ≡ N1 o N2, and M1 ⇒ρδγ N1 and M2 ⇒ρδγ N2. The induction
hypothesis shows: M1 ⇒ρδγ N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ and M2 ⇒ρδγ N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗.
Then M ≡ M1 o M2 ⇒ρδγ N ≡ N1 o N2 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ o (M2)∗ ≡ M∗.
Application 0: Let us suppose that M ≡ M1 M2 and that M ⇒ρδγ N comes
from the case (1) of the denition of ⇒ρδγ. Therefore M ≡ N and as
M ⇒ρδγ M∗ (lemma A.5), M ⇒ρδγ N(≡ M) ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Application 1: Let us suppose that M ≡ M1 M2 and that M ⇒ρδγ N comes
from the case (2) of the denition of ⇒ρδγ. Thus N ≡ N1 N2 with M1 ⇒ρδγ N1
and M2 ⇒ρδγ N2. From the induction hypothesis, M1 ⇒ρδγ N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗
and M2 ⇒ρδγ N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗. We have here the following possibilities:
(i) If (M1)
∗ (M2)
∗ is a ρ-redex, then M∗1 is an abstraction. We distinguish
again two cases, depending on whether M1 was already an abstraction
or not.
If M1 ≡ P _ M3, (M2)∗ ∈ Vρδ and Pσ ≡ (M2)∗: as M1 ≡ P _ M3
we know that M∗1 ≡ P _ M∗3 . Therefore M∗ ≡ (M3)∗σ. As N1 ⇒ρδγ
(M1)
∗ ≡ P _ M∗3 , we know that N1 ≡ P _ N3 and N3 ⇒ρδγ (M3)∗.
To summarize: N3 ⇒ρδγ (M∗3 ), N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)
∗, (M2)
∗ ∈ Vρδ and Pσ ≡
(M2)
∗. Thus with the rule (7), (P _ N3) N2 ⇒ρδγ (M3)∗σ. Finally:
M ≡ (P _ M3) M2 ⇒ρδγ (P _ N3) N2 ⇒ρδγ (M3)∗σ ≡ M∗.
Otherwise (if M1 is not an abstraction), M
∗ ≡ M∗1 M∗2 (according
to the rule (Application 4)). By induction hypothesis, N1 ⇒ρδγ M∗1 and
N2 ⇒ρδγ M∗2 , so by rule the (2) we have N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ M
∗
1 M
∗
2 ≡ M∗.
(ii) If (M1)
∗ (M2)
∗ is a γ-redex, i.e. if (M2)
∗ ≡ M3 o M4 ∈ Vγ, then
M∗ ≡ ((M1)∗ M3) o ((M1)∗ M4). We know that N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ and
that N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗ ≡ M3 o M4 ∈ Vγ. Then by the rule (6), N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ
((M1)
∗ M3) o ((M1)∗ M4). Finally:
M ≡ M1 M2 ⇒ρδγ N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ ((M1)∗ M3) o ((M1)∗ M4) ≡ M∗
(iii) If (M1)
∗ (M2)
∗ is a δ-redex, i.e. if (M1)
∗ ≡ M3 o M4 and (M2)∗ ∈ Vρδ,
then M∗ ≡ (M3 (M2)∗) o (M4 (M2)∗). We know that N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ ≡
M3 o M4 and that N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗. Thus by the rule (5), N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ (M3
(M2)
∗) o (M4 (M2)∗). Finally:
M ≡ M1 M2 ⇒ρδγ N1 ⇒ρδγ N2 ⇒ρδγ (M3 (M2)∗) o (M4 (M2)∗) ≡ M∗.
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(iv) If (M1)
∗ (M2)
∗ is not a redex, we have (M)∗ ≡ (M1)∗ (M2)∗. So
M ≡ M1 M2 ⇒ρδγ N ≡ N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ (M2)∗ ≡ M∗.
In all cases M ≡ M1 M2 ⇒ρδγ N ≡ N1 N2 ⇒ρδγ M∗
Application 2: Let us suppose that M ≡ M1 M2 and that M ⇒ρδγ N comes
from the case (5) of the denition of ⇒ρδγ. Then M2 ⇒ρδγ N2, N2 ∈ Vρδ
and M1 ⇒ρδγ (N3 o N4) with N ≡ (N3 N2) o (N4 N2). From the induction
hypothesis, M2 ⇒ρδγ N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗, then (M2)∗ ∈ Vρδ (lemma A.1), and
M1 ⇒ρδγ (N3 o N4) ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗. Therefore we can deduce from (N3 o N4) ⇒ρδγ
(M1)
∗ that (M1)
∗ ≡ (N ′3 o N ′4) with N3 ⇒ρδγ N ′3 and N4 ⇒ρδγ N ′4. Then
M∗ ≡ (N ′3 (M2)∗) o (N ′4 (M2)∗) and since N3 ⇒ρδγ N ′3, since N4 ⇒ρδγ N ′4, and
since N2 ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗ ∈ Vρδ, N ≡ (N3 N2) o (N4 N2) ⇒ρδγ (N ′3 (M2)∗) o (N ′4
(M2)
∗) ≡ M∗. We have here M ⇒ρδγ N ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Application 3: Let us suppose that M ≡ M1 M2 and that M ⇒ρδγ N
comes from the case (6) of the denition of ⇒ρδγ. Then M1 ⇒ρδγ N1 and
M2 ⇒ρδγ N3 o N4 ∈ Vγ with N ≡ (N1 N3) o (N1 N4). From the induction
hypothesis, M1 ⇒ρδγ N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗ and M2 ⇒ρδγ (N3 o N4) ⇒ρδγ (M2)∗.
Therefore (M2)
∗ ≡ N ′3 o N ′4 with N3 ⇒ρδγ N ′3 and N4 ⇒ρδγ N ′4. Moreover
as N3 o N4 ∈ Vγ ⇒ρδγ N ′3 o N ′4, by lemma A.1, N ′3 o N ′4 ∈ Vγ. Then
M∗ ≡ ((M1)∗ N ′3) o ((M1)∗ N ′4). As N1 ⇒ρδγ (M1)∗, N3 ⇒ρδγ N ′3 and
N4 ⇒ρδγ N ′4, N ≡ (M1 N3) o (M1 N4) ⇒ρδγ ((M1)∗ N3) o ((M1)∗ N4) ≡ M∗.
We have here M ⇒ρδγ N ⇒ρδγ M∗.
Application 4: Let us suppose that M ≡ M1 M2 and that M ⇒ρδγ N comes
from the case (7) of the denition of ⇒ρδγ. Then M ≡ (P _ M3) M2,
N ≡ M ′3σ and Pσ ≡ M ′2 with M3 ⇒ρδγ M ′3, M2 ⇒ρδγ M ′2 and M ′2 ∈ Vρδ. The
induction hypothesis shows: M3 ⇒ρδγ M ′3 ⇒ρδγ M
∗
3 and M2 ⇒ρδγ M
′
2 ⇒ρδγ
M∗2 . As M
′
2 ⇒ρδγ M
∗
2 , as M
′
2, (M2)
∗ ∈ Vρδ (lemma A.1), and as Pσ ≡ M ′2,
the lemma A.4 shows that there exists σ′ such that Pσ′ ≡ (M2)∗ and
M ′3σ ⇒ρδγ M
∗
3 σ
′. Finally N ≡ M ′3σ ⇒ρδγ M∗3 σ′.
We have proved here
If M ⇒ρδγ N , then N ⇒ρδγ M
∗.
It implies the diamond property for ⇒ρδγ. Then ⇒ρδγ is conuent and
⇒∗ρδγ= 7→ρδγ∗ has the diamond property. Finally, 7→ρδγ is conuent.
A.4 Conuence of the ρstkd -calculus
We prove now the conunce of ρstkd -calculus using a proof inspired from [7,16].
Theorem 2.10 (Conuence of left-linear ρstkd -calculus)
If all patterns are linear, the relation 7→stkρδγ is conuent.
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Its proof is constructed on the statement
7→stkρδγ = 7→stk ∪ 7→ρδγ .
We know yet that 7→ρδγ is conuent (Theorem 2.11). Let us prove now that
7→stk is also conuent.
Lemma A.6 (Local conuence of 7→stk) 7→stk is locally conuent: if A 7→stk B
and A 7→stk B′, then there exists a term C such that B 7→stk C and B′ 7→stk C.
Proof. All the critical pairs converge to stk except A o stk = stk o A that
converges to A. 2
Lemma A.7 (Conuence of 7→stk) 7→stk terminates and is conuent.
Proof. Since the size of the term strictly decreases when applying one step
of 7→stk, 7→stk terminates. Thus local conuence implies conuence. 2
The proof also needs the following result:
Lemma A.8 (Commutativity of 7→ρδγ and 7→stk) 7→stk and 7→ρδγ commute,
i.e. if A 7→stk B and A 7→ρδγ B′, then there exists C such that B 7→ρδγ C and
B′ 7→stk C.
Proof. The proof is not detailed here, but comes from the fact that there are
only three critical pairs between 7→ρδγ and 7→stk.
(N1 o N2) M with N1 = stk or N2 = stk We treat the case N1 = stk, the
other being obviously symmetric :
(stk o N2) M
δ
vvlll
lll
lll
lll
l
stk

stk M o N2 M
stk

stk o N2 M
stk ((RR
RRR
RRR
RRR
RR
N2 M
M (N1 o N2) with M = stk
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stk (N1 o N2)
stk

γ
vvlll
lll
lll
lll
l
stk N1 o stk N2
stk

stk o stk N2
stk

stk o stk
stk
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
stk
M (N1 o N2) with N1 = stk or N2 = stk In fact, in this case, there is no pos-
sible γ-reduction since N1 o N2 /∈ Vγ.
Thus, we have local commutativity, and then from local commutativity we
obtain commutativity using an induction. 2
Finally as 7→stk and 7→ρδγ are conuent, and as they commute, by the
Hindley-Rosen lemma, 7→stkρδγ is conuent.
B Correctness and completeness of the Encoding
Let us prove here the lemma 3.1 and the theorems 3.2 and 3.4 from Section 3.
Let us recall and prove the rst one.
Lemma 3.1 Let f ∈ Σ be a symbol of arity n. Let M1, . . . , Mn be some
algebraic terms and T an arbitrary term. Let V γ1 , . . .V
γ
p be some values in
Vγ. Then
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn 7→ stkρδγ

f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, V
γ
1 , . . . Mn)
o . . .
o f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, V γp , . . . ,Mn)
 if T Mk 7→ stkρδγ V γ1 o . . . o V γp
and
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn 7→ stkρδγ stk if T Mk 7→ stkρδγ stk.
Proof. Let us suppose that T Mk 7→ stkρδγ V
γ
1 o . . . o V γp . Then
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn
7→ stkρδγ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, y, . . . ,Mn))
 (T Mk))
7→ stkρδγ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, y, . . . ,Mn))
 (V γ1 o . . . o V γp ))
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Then as every V γi is in Vγ:
7→ stkρδγ (nop(z) _ z)

(nop(f(M1 . . . , Mk−1, V
γ
1 , . . . ,Mn))
o . . .
o (nop(f(M1 . . . , Mk−1, V γp , . . . ,Mn))

7→ stkρδγ f(M1 . . . , Mk−1, V
γ
1 , . . . ,Mn) o . . . o f(M1 . . . , Mk−1, V γp , . . . ,Mn)
.
Now let us assume that T Mk 7→ stkρδγ stk. Then
Γfk T M1 . . . Mn
7→ stkρδγ ∗ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, y, . . . ,Mn))
 (T Mk))
7→ stkρδγ (nop(z) _ z) (first
 stk _ nop(stk)
y _ nop(f(M1, . . . ,Mk−1, y, . . . ,Mn))
 stk)
7→ stkρδγ (nop(z) _ z) nop(stk)
7→ stkρδγ stk
2
Now let us recall and prove the Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2 Let M , T1, . . . , Tp be algebraic terms.
• Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ T1 o . . . o Tp if {T | M 7→R T} = {T1, . . . Tp} 6= ∅.
• Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ stk if {T | M 7→R T} = ∅.
Moreover as the left-linear ρstkd -calculus is conuent, if R is left-linear and
since T1 o . . . o Tp and stk are in normal form, then these are the unique
normal forms of Ω1R M .
Proof. We can remark rst that:
Ω1R 7→stkρδγ

l1 _ r1
o . . . for all li → ri ∈ R
o f(x1, . . . , xn) _ Γf Ω1R x1 . . . xn
o . . . for all f of arity n > 1
 .
Then by induction on the algebraic term M :
If M is a constant: the only rule of the above term that could be applied
to it are rules li _ ri from the TRS. Since all the rules of R are encoded
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here, if a rule matches, we obtain the structure  set  of one-step reduced
of M , if not, we obtain stk.
If M is not a constant: there is a symbol f of Σ of arity n such that
M = f(M1, . . . ,Mn).
Thus the rules from the above term that can be applied to M are the rules
li _ ri from R that match M and the rule
f(x1, . . . , xk, . . . , xn) _ Γf Ω1R x1 . . . xn.
The rst set of rules gives the structured  set  of one-step head reduced
of M . The second gives by the induction hypothesis and the lemma 3.1 the
structured  set  of f(M1 . . . , Mk−1, T
i
k, . . . ,Mn) for all 1 6 k 6 n where
{T ik}i = {T/Tk →1R T}. Finally we obtain the  union  of all these sets,
i.e. the expected result.
2
Finally let us recall and prove the Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 Given two algebraic terms M and M ′,
M 7→R! M ′ ⇐⇒ ∃T, ΩRM 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T.
Moreover if R terminates on M and {T | M 7→R! T} = {T1, . . . Tp} then
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T1 o . . . o Tp
Moreover as the left-linear ρstkd -calculus is conuent, if R is left-linear and
since T1 o . . . o Tp is a normal form, it is the unique normal form of ΩR M .
Proof.
Let M and M ′ be two algebraic terms. Let us suppose rst that M 7→R! M ′,
i.e. M 7→R M ′ and M ′ cannot be reduced anymore w.r.t. R. This latter
condition is equivalent to Ω1RM
′ 7→ stkρδγ stk by the Theorem 3.2. Let us prove
by an induction on the length of the reduction M 7→R M ′ that
∃T, ΩRM 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T.
If this length is 0 , i.e. M = M ′. Thus
ΩRM 7→ stkρδγ first (stk _ M) (z _ (ΩR z) (Ω1R M)
7→ stkρδγ first (stk _ M) (z _ (ΩR z) stk
7→ stkρδγ M
As M ′ ⊂− M = M ′, we have found T = M = M ′ satisfying the condition.
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If this length is strictly positive , i.e. there exists some algebraic term N
such that M 7→R N 7→R! M ′. Then by the Theorem 3.2, there exists some
terms N1 and N2 such that:
Ω1RM 7→ stkρδγ N1 o N o N2.
Thus the following reduction holds:
ΩRM 7→ stkρδγ first (stk _ M) (z _ ΩR z) (Ω1R M)
7→ stkρδγ first (stk _ M) (z _ ΩR z) (N1 o N o N2)
7→ stkρδγ (z _ (ΩR z) N1 o (z _ ΩR z) N o (z _ ΩR z) N2
7→ stkρδγ (z _ ΩR z) N1 o ΩR N o (z _ ΩR z) N2
By the induction hypotheses on N 7→R! M ′, there exists some terms T ′
such that
ΩR N 7→ stkρδγ T ′ and N ⊂− T ′.
Then combining the two reductions we wrote:
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ (z _ ΩR z) N1 o T ′ o (z _ ΩR z) N2.
As M ′ ⊂− T ′, M ′ ⊂− (z _ ΩR z) N1 o T ′ o (z _ ΩR z) N2 and this ends our
proof since we found T = (z _ ΩR z) N1 o T ′ o (z _ ΩR z) N2 such that
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T.
Now let us suppose that
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T
We prove now by an induction on the largest length n of a derivation of M
w.r.t. R to a normal form that
if ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T , then M 7→R! M ′.
if n is 0, i.e. if M is a normal form. Then by the Theorem 3.2, Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ stk
and we prove easily that the only observable algebraic term in a reduction
of ΩR M is M itself.
if n is strictly positive, i.e. if M is not a normal form. Then by the The-
orem 3.2, Ω1R M 7→ stkρδγ M1 o . . . o Mp, where the Mi are one-step reductions
w.r.t. R of M . Then by the induction hypothesis on each Mi, we have for
all i
if ΩR Mi 7→ stkρδγ Ti and M ′ ⊂− Ti, then Mi 7→R! M ′.
Moreover the construction of ΩR shows that the only observable algebraic
terms in a reduction of ΩR M are exactly the observable algebraic terms
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in reductions of ΩR T1 o . . . o ΩR Tp, i.e. the observable algebraic terms in
reduction of some ΩR Ti. Now if we have
ΩR M 7→ stkρδγ T and M ′ ⊂− T,
then there is some i such that there exists Ti such that
ΩR Mi 7→ stkρδγ Ti and M ′ ⊂− Ti.
Thus it implies that Mi 7→R! M ′. Finally as M 7→R Mi, we obtain M 7→R! M ′.
2
C A Klop counter example for the ρd-calculus
We dene the following terms:
crec , (s _ x _ (d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ x a, z _ (s s) x)) ,
C , crec crec ,
A , (s _ C (x _ s s)) (s _ C (x _ s s)) .
Then we obtain the following reductions:
A 7→ρδγ C (x _ A) ,
C V ρδ 7→ρδγ(d(y, y) _) d(z _ V ρδ a, z _ C V ρδ) .
Then the following counter example holds:
A

C (x _ A)

// (d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ (x _ A) a, z _ C (x _ A))

C (x _ C (x _ A))

(d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ A, z _ C (x _ A))

(d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ C (x _ A), z _ C (x _ A))

C (x _ e)
,,YYYYY
YYYYYY
YYYYYY
YYYYYY
YYYYY
e
(d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ (x _ e) a, z _ C (x _ e))

(d(y, y) _ e) d(z _ e, z _ C (x _ e))
. . .
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